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BRETFORD BASICS™

WIDE BODY CART FLAT PANEL RETROFIT KIT

FLAT PANEL RETROFIT KITS
Convert your old Bretford wide body TV cart

to safely and securely support new flat panel

monitors.

FEATURES
• Converts your original Bretford Wide Body TV cart to safely and securely hold flat panel monitors, incorporating them into the structure of

the cart. Replacement top shelf is reinforced for proper weight distribution and mounts to the legs using the existing hardware.

• Affordable option eliminates the need to buy a new cart, saves money, and reduces waste by reusing your old Bretford TV carts.

• Kits have been tested by Bretford to Underwriter Laboratories standards for stability, greatly reducing the chance of a tip over accident.

• Bretford’s reinforced design provides a safer platform and original product warranties remain in effect. After market furniture stands that

require you bolt through the thin gauge steel top shelf can deform and tear the metal over time, eventually pulling out while in transit.

• Retrofit kits include a top shelf handle that make it easier to move the cart by giving a place to hold on to and providing more room to walk

when pushing the cart from one location to another.

• Thinking green. Reduce - Kits require less material to produce and are made in the USA, reducing their carbon footprint. Reuse - Your old

cart gets a new life so less goes into the landfill. Recycle - The top shelf is 100% steel and the #1 recycled material today with more steel

recycled than aluminum, paper, glass and plastic combined!

• Flat Panel retrofit kits are certified to GREENGUARD Children & Schools Indoor Air Quality standards.

RETROFIT KIT COMPATIBILITY
Top Shelf Size Bretford Cart Model # Bretford Suggested Max Monitor Weight
Outer Dimensions Cart Height In Parentheses Retrofit Kit Model # Monitor Size With Stand Removed

32"W x 22"D BB44-_ (44"H), BB48-_ (48"H),  FPBB32KIT-BK 30"-37" Flat Panel 65 lbs. / 29.5 kg.

BBRB48-_ (48"H), BBC48-_ (48"H)

32"W x 22"D BB54-_ (54"H), BB54SX-_ (54"H), FPBB32KIT-BK 30"-32" Flat Panel 32 lbs. / 14.51 kg.

BBC54-_ (54"H)

37"W x 24"D BBLM41-_ (41"H), VTRRB44-_ (44"H) FPBB41KIT-BK 32"-42" Flat Panel 70 lbs. / 31.75 kg.

Made In The USA


